Cabinetmaker Pro
VENEER SHEETS

Veneer Laminates are real wood veneer faces laminated
to a variety of thin backers, flexed and sanded to create a
convenient, easy to use ‘flexible’ sheet of wood veneer.
Edgemate has a veneer laminate type and size for
virtually any application.

APPLICATIONS
Veneer Laminates have become i~creasingly popular as
alternatives to plain veneers, plywood and solid woods in
applications where the beauty and quality of real wood
are desired, but the availablility, lack of flexibility and difficulties in handling other wood products restrict the applications. Popular applications include columns, tabletops
and bases, curved panels, drum tables, cabinet repairs and
refacing, as well as numerous other creative uses.

GRADED FACES

A full line of Veneer Laminates is available,
including paper, and real wood backed veneers.
Edgemate veneer sheets are manufactured to
HPVA grade standards to ensure each sheet is of the
highest quality and appearance. A broad range of
domestic and imported species is available in
standard and custom sizes.

CABINETMAKER PRO VENEER SHEETS
Cabinetmaker Pro Veneer Laminates are selected
veneers laminated to 10, 20, or 30 mil kraft paper
backers, “flexed” and fine sanded. These highly
flexible wood veneers are ideal for wrapping contours
and shapes as well as flat overlay applications.
Incremental thickness in the backer sheet reduces the
flexibility of the product, but provides increased
masking of the substrate defects, improved appearance
and ease of application.

allows easy application, handling and shipping. The Allwood construction minimizes any appearance of a ‘dark
line’ between the veneer and the laminated surface.

DOMESTIC AND EXOTIC STOCK SPECIES

Edgemate produces a complete line of domestic species
combined with a broad exotic offering covering over 50
stock species of veneer. Multiple cuts and construction
options are available including sequenced matching, end
matching and balanced faces. Sheets are also available
with a preapplied, high quality pressure sensitive adhesive.

QUALITY COMES FIRST
Quality veneer, tight seams, beautiful finish, and
sanding combined with experienced veneer grading
technicians ensure success for any sheet veneer
application project.

ALLWOOD TWO-PLY SHEETS
Allwood Laminates are HPVA grade face veneers, which
have been laminated to a ‘cross-ply’ veneer backer,
providing a more rigid ‘all wood’ product. The crossply backer provides excellent stability and
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